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The purpose of the study is to emphasize the importance of seemingly insignifioant sources of materials Which can alter the color or texture of a glaze. and to provide the basis for developing a glaze study 'projeot suitable for use in a secondary school art class. There is little information concerning the addition of common ingredients to glazes.
In our affluent society many persons seldom consider making an artiole if· i~' oan be purchased at a. store. We have become so sophisticated that~tend to overlook the usefulness of oommon materials. Our young people need to gain an awareness of What can be done with simple substanoes. A study such as this will help to overcome this prejudice. because the study foouses on the use of humble materials such as beach sand or soils in glazes. Some ot the materials used'for the glazes are waste products. For example, the slag tailings from a steel mill, disposed of in unsightly heaps along the riverbank, can be used. This slag oreates a rich lustrous brown glaze "V.nich belies its beginnings. Common substances suoh as this. often overlooked, oan be used to enrich and fulfil our lives through the creation of esthetic forms.
The Whole field of oeramics, including pottery, briok and tile, structural clay products, firebrick, porcelain, and sanitary wares, comprises a large portion of our country's industries. These products are all made from the simple, inexpensive raw materials, silica and alumina, the two most common ingredients on the surface of the earth.
These two oxides together comprise about three-fourths of tho earth's crust. (Green, 1963) .
ftClay may be defined as an earthy mineral substance, composed largely of a hydrous silicate of alumina, Vwhich becomes plastic when wet, and hard and rock-like when fired." (Rhodes, 1957) . The ohemical formula for cla~is A1 2 03 • 25i0 2 • 2H20. Clay found in nature, however, is seldom'pure •. It is combined with other minerals, such as iron, magnesium, caloium, and sodium, all in' oxide form.
Glazes are formed from various materials, the chief one being s il ica'o (flint}.,. The other important ingredient, alumina, is a refractory which resists the effects of high temperatures, has a high melting point, and helps to keep the glaze from running off the pot. It is used in small amounts in the glaze formula.
Most of the other ingredients of glazes serve as fluxes, because they melt at relatively low temperatures and help to lower the melting temperature of the silica.
In addition to the silica and alumina, there are only about fourteen oxides used in hundreds of combinations to produce thousands of basic glazes. These glazes are all essentially colorless, but many colors can Q6 produced by the addition of small amounts of oolor ing oxides. l "A glaze may be defined as a glassy coating melted in place on a ceramic body, which may render the body smooth. non-porous, and of a. desired color or texture." (Rhodes, 1957 ).
This gla"za, which can enhance the pot, may get its "desired color or texture" from very humble sources, and it is these humble sources that we wish to recognize--the .significant contribution of insignificant materials.
1 See Table 1 , Appendix, p. 23.
II. AREA OF STUDY
Twenty-eight different glaze recipes for Cone aix 2 were tested to choose the three most suitable for the project. These three were chosen because they were dissimilar, thus offering a variety of glaze ·types. One is a dry mat glaze, which is referred to as Glaze "AU;
one is a transparent crackle glaze, which is referred to as Glaze "B";
and one is a semi-mat glaz e, which is labeled Glaze nC".
Another qualification was to use as few ingredients as possible so that secondary sohool pupits could mix the glaz es from a small supply of stock. Eleven ingredients are required. It is less expensive to buy the supplies and mix the glazes than to purchase prepared glazes. To these three basic glazes common substances Ware to be added to see how they wmlld affect the color or texture of the basic glaze.
Refined chemicals were not used, since th~se were available in the oeramics laborato~and presented no challenge. Some of the metal shavings and the steel wool pad were out into approximate ly one-fourth-inch pi~ces with scissors." The smaller the siz"e the more likely the additive would become imbedded in the glaze; coarse additives made coarse-textured glazes.
To determin~whether the metal filings were likely to melt or to remain intact and become imbedded in the glaze, the melting point of the metal had to be known. 3 Not all of the waste metals could be identified; some were a mixture of more than one metal and other substances.
The items had to be inorganic, since organic materials would burn out during the firing. The test samples for this study were made on bisqu~-fired olay tiles about one-and-one-half-lnches square and one-eighth-inch thiok.
Most of the samp~es were weighed out in ten-gram batches, with ten percent (one gram) of additive. Ten percent was used because smaller amounts might not make a significant change in the glaze, 'and larger amounts could ohange the glaze so greatly that it was no longer a glassy coating on the ware.
One teaspoonful of the mixture was moistenod with water to make a creamy paste whioh was then brushed onto a labeled sample tile with a one-fourth-inch paintbrush. Sometimes the additive settled to the bottom of the paste so that the mixture had to be stirred eaoh time before painting it onto the test tile. ,This settling happened with the sand, the gravels, the crushed rooks, the metal filings, and the ver.mioulite. The steel wool clung to.itself after outting and was difficult to work with.
'When larger amounts of the glazes were, used to decorate some test pots, the settl,ing became more of a problem. In one insta.noe during the glazing applioation process, the glaze solution was poured into the bowl and quickly emptied, but a surplus of sand remained deposited inside the bowl.
The coarser-sands and gravels settled to the bottom of the 'liquid glaze mixture. After the glaze was poured over the pot, more sand was added by dipping into the bottom of the glaze batch with a fingertip and retouching the glazed pot. The vermiculite was thick and poured unevenly. These problems could probably be correoted by using smaller 
IV • ESTHETIC APPLICATION OF GLAZE TO CERAMIC POTS
In choosing a particular glaze for a particular pot, the forewDst characteristics considered were the visual lightness or heaviness of the pot~and the fineness or coarseness of the texture of the glaze.
Also considered was whether or not a piece of ware would contain food as some of the glazes would not be compatible with food.
All of the pottery shapes are simple and straightforward, and some are primitive in feeling. These pots were made to provide appropriate vehicles for glazes made from common raw materials. two ingredients tested, forty-six of these ingredients effected a change in the color or texture. or both, in at least· one of the three basic glazes.
Several of the glaze mixtures show promise and could be tested and developed into good, useable, colorful glazes~speoifically, the copper £i lings, the forro-manganese, and the slag tail-ings .from the steel· mill. F9r textured gla~es, additional studies could be developed on several of the sands using lesser amounts and on the gravels using finer partioles.
In a olassroom without adequate yentila~ion, it would be unwise to fire in an electric kiln anything which is in any way questionable.
Plastics should not be used because the~r create a.n obnoxious odor which is perhaps toxic. Salt (sodium ohloride) produces chlorine gas, which is poisonous. It also creates a salt-gla~e on the inside of the kiln, which would salt-glaze any subsequent firings. All organic materials would burn out during the firing.
This praotioal use of common ingredients provides many opportunities to interest seoonda~school students in the stu~or glazos. 
